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English  IX

UNIT IIUNIT IIUNIT IIUNIT IIUNIT II

BREAKING BARRIERSBREAKING BARRIERSBREAKING BARRIERSBREAKING BARRIERSBREAKING BARRIERS

Men make roads; but it is the women who teach children how to walk on them.
- French proverb

Discuss
•  Share your views about the proverb.

• Are men and women treated as equals in our society?
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She’s past fifty;

yet she’s still

a little girl at heart,

for whom the house is a doll’s house,

and running the household

a childhood game.

She has travelled a long road; but her little feet

are not yet fatigued.

Catastrophes to her

are still like the evil spirits

in children’s stories

whom she fights with blades

of grass; wipes the sweat

from her brow; hits hard;

sometimes wins, sometimes loses,

her sword broken.

1. Who is the ‘she’ in the poem?
Is it only the woman in the
poem? Or does she represent
all women?

2. Is it possible for a woman
of fifty to be ‘a little girl at
heart’? How?

3. What does ‘a long road’
suggest here?

4.What kind of evil characters
do you find in children's
stories?

POETRYPOETRYPOETRYPOETRYPOETRY

Shanta Shelke (1922-2002)
born in Pune, Maharashtra, is
a poet, journalist,  teacher,
translator and composer. Her
poems deal with the problems
that Indian women face.

EVEN PEVEN PEVEN PEVEN PEVEN PASASASASAST FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTY

EVEN PAST FIFTYEVEN PAST FIFTYEVEN PAST FIFTYEVEN PAST FIFTYEVEN PAST FIFTY

A woman engaged in household chores never knows the passage of time.

One day she realises...
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Difficult questions

she has simplified for herself;

fitted the tangle

into a simple frame;

on her face

she has made distaste smile,

like moonlight that makes everything smooth.

But sometimes totally in despair,

a flower crumpled in a fist, she

rises again, smiles, or sings to herself,

though hers is not a musical voice.

I saw her the other day

after a long time;

she talked

with her usual, irrepressible intensity;

but I, for the first time,

noted the hair fast becoming white,

noted, for the first time, and with a pang,

the hollowness of the froth

rising above the stream of her life.

SHANTSHANTSHANTSHANTSHANTA SHELKEA SHELKEA SHELKEA SHELKEA SHELKE

5. What might be the difficult
questions she has faced in life?

6. The woman is 'a flower
crumpled in a fist'. What is the
poet trying to suggest?

7. Is 'she' forced to smile
always? Why?

8. 'I saw her the other day
after a long time'. Is the poet
talking only about the long gap
between their meetings or
something more?

9. The poem is titled ‘Even
Past Fifty’. What do you think
is the significance of the title?

EVEN PEVEN PEVEN PEVEN PEVEN PASASASASAST FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTYT FIFTY
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i. The poem seems to be built on two contrasting features of the middle-

aged woman.

e.g. She's past fifty - yet a little girl at heart.

Pick out the contrasts used in the poem.

ii. What does the tone of the poem suggest? Put tick marks against the

words that are suitable for describing the tone of the poem and put

cross marks against those that are not suitable.

    sympathy      sorrow

  pathos  wistfulness

  sarcasm  fantasy

  humour

iii. Comment on the last two lines of the poem.

iv. What images about the middle-aged woman do you get from the

poem? List them.

• a girl at play

•

•

•

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AL AL AL AL AAAAACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

Now, read the poem 'Women' given in the Extended Reading section of
the unit on Page 61.
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THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

ONE AONE AONE AONE AONE ACCCCCT PLAT PLAT PLAT PLAT PLAYYYYY

THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

Characters

The PRINCESS

VILLAGERS:

FIRST MAN

SECOND MAN

THIRD MAN

FIRST WOMAN

SECOND WOMAN

THIRD WOMAN

JOHNNY - A little boy

BETTY – A young girl about the same age as the
  PRINCESS

A JUGGLER and his BOY

SCENE: The street of a village. A cross on three steps is seen in
the middle of the road. To the left is a pond with some ducks.
To the right are a few cottages with gardens.

The PRINCESS enters. She is dusty, the edge of her skirt is torn
and one of her shoes has come off. She wears her hair in a
long pigtail under a cotton handkerchief. She is picking the
flowers that hang out of the cottage gardens and singing as
she goes.

PRINCESS: (singing)

‘For me are your songs and your smiles

And your tears,

For me, for ever, for all the years,

I have conquered all your fears,

1. When the princess appears
in the play, is she dressed like
a princess? What does her
dress suggest?

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR READING

As you read you can use the
following marks to keep track
of your understanding.

.... I understand this.

?.... I don't understand this.

!.... Interesting/ surprising idea

Adventure is a good means of enjoyment. Meet a princess who sets out

on an adventure trip to a village dressed as a peasant girl.

Kathleen Conyngham Greene
(1885-1924)is a Brit ish
playwright who has authored
five plays.  In her plays we find
women as central characters.
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Now, for ever, for all the years.

For me are you, are you and your smile,

Now, for ever and all the while.

(She sits down on the steps of the cross with the flowers in
her lap.)

PRINCESS: Where am I now? I must be twelve miles from
home. And no one has known me! How I will laugh at
Florimund! This is life! If I can do this once in every month
I shall not mind the sentries and the banquets. Our good
Florimund will find me an angel when I return. How he
will laugh when he sees my dust and my rags! Can I get a
coach from here, I wonder, to take me home? Where are
all the people? This is like a village of the dead. I am thirsty.
I will have a glass of milk and then one of these good
villagers shall drive me home. Where are they all?  Hoh!
la la! (She calls loudly.)

2. Who could be the 'you' in
the song?

3. ‘This is life!’ says the
princess. What does she mean
by saying that?

4. Why does the princess think
that Florimund will laugh?

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

READING
Have I read the passage on my
own and marked what I
understood with a ' '?

Have I marked words/
expressions that I didn't
understand with a '?'?

Have I picked out words/
expressions for my personal
wordlist?

Have I shared the ideas I
gathered with my friends during
the group reading process?

Have I tried to get clarification
for the words/ expressions I
didn't understand?

Have I been able to answer the
questions posed by the
teacher?

What improvement should I
make in my reading?

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF
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(A little child appears out of one of the cottages and looks at
her over the gate.)

PRINCESS: (beckoning with her fingers) Come here, little one!
Where are all the people?

JOHNNY: (with his finger in his mouth) In the fields,
harvesting!

PRINCESS: Harvest? Oh, this is very rural! Get me a cup of
milk, will you not? I am thirsty.

JOHNNY: (pointing over his shoulders towards the cottage)
In there.

PRINCESS: (coming down the steps) Oh, it is in there, is it?
And I must go and get it for myself? This is a great
adventure!

(She goes across the road, through the garden and disappears
into the cottage. In a few minutes she comes out, carrying a
jug and a cup, a loaf of bread and a knife.)

PRINCESS: Will you not have a bit of this good white bread?

JOHNNY:  No. 'Tis the Sunday loaf.

PRINCESS: But eat now. There will be some for Sunday as
well.

JOHNNY: No. Mother’ll beat me.

(He runs back into the cottage. The PRINCESS crumbles the
remains of the bread between her fingers and throws it on the
road for the ducks.)

PRINCESS: (singing)

‘And mine are your smiles and your songs

And your tears,

Now, for ever, for all the years…’

Pause & Reflect

Read the first part of the play
again and pick out the pieces
of conversation that throw
light on the upbringing of the
princess.

5. Why does the princess
describe the place as ‘rural’?
How is it different from her
world?

6. Would you call getting a
cup of milk a great adventure?
Why does the princess think
so?

Pause & Reflect
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(There is a sound of many voices coming along the road. The
PRINCESS pulls down the torn hem of her skirt and pushes
back the hair from her face.)

PRINCESS: (to herself) Here are the harvesters! Now to get
a cart and to drive home. I could not walk another three
steps! How Florimund will laugh! Indeed, I am quite like
a girl of the people!

(She sticks out her dusty, shoeless foot and looks at it. The
villagers enter, one by one. Men and women with rakes and
scythes, one woman carrying a heavy basket of apples. The
FIRST WOMAN stops at the foot of the cross and stands with
arms akimbo, looking up at the PRINCESS).

FIRST WOMAN: And who is this?

PRINCESS : (nodding and smiling) Good evening, good dame.

FIRST WOMAN: Oh! Good evening!

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

7. Is the princess 'a girl of
the people'?
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(The others gather up, talking and laughing, and put down
their burdens round the steps of the cross).

PRINCESS: Will one of you have the goodness to harness a
cart for me? I wish to return to the town.

(There is a chorus of laughter.)

FIRST MAN: Eh! No doubt!

(He turns away and spits onto the road.)

PRINCESS: (standing up) Will you have the goodness to do
it for me now? I must return at once to the town.

SECOND WOMAN: (sitting down on the lowest step and tying
her shoe): She’s cracked, no doubt, poor girl!

PRINCESS: I have asked you twice. Did you hear me?

SECOND MAN: Yes! Ask again and then move on. We can’t
have vagabonds here.

PRINCESS: (sitting down and laughing helplessly) Oh,
Florimund! How he will laugh!

THIRD WOMAN: (very shrill-voiced, calling out from the
crowd) What is that? Is it my jug there on the step? Hold
it up!

PRINCESS: (holding up the jug) Is it yours? I took it from the
cottage there on the right. (She points towards the cottage.)

THIRD WOMAN:  She took it! She took it! She tells me so!
(She pushes past the other people onto the steps). And my
knife! And my cup! And plate!

(The little child squeezes through the bystanders and comes
up to her.)

JOHNNY: Mother! She took the loaf for Sunday! She gave
it to the ducks, but I wouldn’t eat it!

THIRD WOMAN: And my Sunday loaf!

(She flings her hands up over her head.)

8. Do you think the princess
has an authoritative tone?
Justify your answer.

9. Why does the first man spit
on the road? What effect will
it produce on the viewers of
the play?

10. Why do the villagers call
the princess a 'vagabond'?

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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SECOND MAN: (coming up the steps) Did you do it? Did you
take the things?

PRINCESS: (cowering back against the stem of the cross) Yes!
I took them.

THIRD WOMAN: Oh my jug and my loaf! What will we have
for Sunday?

PRINCESS: I’m sorry. I did …

THIRD WOMAN: Sorry… sorry…. So will you be! And how
do we know what else may not have gone?

THIRD WOMAN: Search her! Search her!

(She seizes the PRINCESS by the shoulders and the PRINCESS

screams and pushes her off with her hands.)

PRINCESS: Oh! Leave me! Leave me! I’ll tell you… I’ll tell
you who I am!

FIRST WOMAN: ‘Tis easy to see what you are! The beauty!

FIRST MAN: Where is the child? He’ll say. (To the child)
Answer me now! Did she go into the cottage?

JOHNNY: Yes. She did.

PRINCESS: (trembling) I took nothing.

THIRD WOMAN: Why did you go there into my house?

PRINCESS: I only took the bread and…

THIRD WOMAN: … and …and …. Do you all hear that?

PRINCESS: (putting her hands over her eyes) No! No! No! I
have taken nothing! Only the bread; I was hungry! (The
THIRD MAN seizes her hand). Oh! Don’t touch me! Can’t
you see? Don’t you know? I am the Princess.

11. How do the villagers react
to the princess’s repeated
pleas?

a) Why do they treat her so?

Pause & Reflect
Do you think that the princess
regrets her decision to visit the
village? What might she be
thinking now? Discuss in
groups.

Pause & Reflect

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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THIRD WOMAN: (pointing to PRINCESS’ foot) Without a shoe!
And in rags! The Princess!

PRINCESS: Won’t you understand? It was for an adventure!
Because my husband…! Oh! Florimund!

(The JUGGLER has come up the road and is standing on the
outskirts of the crowd. He is richly dressed and is followed
by a boy with a basket.)

JUGGLER: Hello! Hello! What have we here?

SEVERAL: (turning round) Oh! A gentleman! (The FIRST MAN

takes off his cap. The JUGGLER salutes briskly.)

PRINCESS: (shrilly) It is the man who came to the palace!
You remember me! Don’t you remember me?

JUGGLER: What? (He runs up the steps, pushing aside the
people. He looks at the PRINCESS in amazement, then bows.)
What? Your Highness? Is it…? What is all this?

PRINCESS: (sobbing) Oh! I wanted an adventure, I left them
all and borrowed a peasant girl’s clothes. I came along
the road, picking flowers… all alone… so free…. Then
these set upon me and said I had stolen their things.
I only took a little milk and bread and flowers. And they
won’t know who I am.

JUGGLER: (turning round and speaking very clearly) Good
people, you do not know what you are doing. This is her
Highness the Princess, the newly married wife of our
illustrious Prince Florimund.

A VOICE: Princess! Ha! Ha!

ANOTHER VOICE: Why is she dressed up so then?

JUGGLER: For her own pleasure the Princess put on the
simple clothes of a village girl…

A VOICE: What! Those rags?

JUGGLER: …and came for a walk into the country. I tell
you I myself had the honour of giving a performance
before her Highness last week. Her Highness’s grace and
kindness even went so far that she….

12. What will happen to the
princess? Wil l she be
punished?

13. Why does the juggler look
like ‘a gentleman’ to the
people?

a. Does appearance play an
important role in judging
people? What are your views
on this attitude? Comment.

14. 'Then these set upon
me...' Who are referred to as
'these'?
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FIRST WOMAN: Her Highness! Grace! Let be, young man!
Princesses behave as princesses should. This is but a
common vagabond!

PRINCESS: Good people, if you will believe me, if you will
let me just go quietly home, you may have anything you
can ask for! Gold… and silver… (she looks round)
…ducks, a hundred jugs and plates, a hundred loaves of
bread… I swear that I can give you this!

JUGGLER: And I swear to you that she can do all she says.

FIRST WOMAN: All very well, but how’ll we know? Show
us something that’ll prove it. What can she do? Princess,
eh!

JUGGLER: (low and eagerly) What can your Highness do?
Quick! All may depend on this!

PRINCESS: (putting her hand up to her face) What can I do?
What can I do?

JUGGLER: (to the crowd) Her Highness can sing. No one can
mistake the voice of a princess!

FIRST MAN: Sing, can she? Let her sing to us then, princess
or no princess.

PRINCESS: (looking round) Have you a guitar? A violin?

SECOND WOMAN: No, my dear.

(There is a burst of laughter. The SECOND MAN is chasing
some imaginary cattle about the road with his whip. The
PRINCESS clasps her hand and sings nervously.)

‘For me are your smiles and your songs

And your tears,

Mine for ever, for all the years…’

(There is another burst of laughter.)

JUGGLER: Oh! Your Highness, what can you do?

PRINCESS: I can dance! Good people, I can dance for you!

THIRD MAN: Yes! Let her dance! Let's see how a princess
can dance!

15. 'Princesses behave as
princesses should.' Do you
agree? Why?

THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

Pause & Reflect

How can the princess prove
her identity?

Pause & Reflect
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(The PRINCESS comes down from the steps and stands in the
dust in the middle of the ring of villagers. She holds her torn
skirts in her hand and looks round vaguely.)

PRINCESS: The music? Will you play?

FIRST MAN: The music? Don’t you hear it?

JUGGLER: (breathing very fast) Your Highness, there is no
music.

(The PRINCESS makes the first steps of a minuet.)

FIRST WOMAN: Dancing! That’s dancing! As princesses
dance! (She laughs loudly.)

FIRST WOMAN: (pushing her forward) Here, Betty, can you
dance like that?

BETTY: (giggling) Oh! Lord! (She puts her hands on her hips
and kicks about her legs.) Dancing! Oh! Lord!

(The PRINCESS runs up the steps and crouches down behind
the cross. The JUGGLER stands over her, glaring at the people.)

FIRST WOMAN: (loudly and authoritatively) Now here, then,
young man! Give us your Princess! We have given her a
chance to show herself! Could she have danced or could
she have sung we’d have believed she were more than a
vagabond….

THIRD WOMAN: (shrilly) Thief!

FIRST WOMAN: … But she can do nothing.

BETTY: (giggling) Dance again! Let her dance again!

THIRD WOMAN: Come on now!

(She grasps the PRINCESS’ arm.)

JUGGLER: (pushing himself between) I tell you, you are mad
fools! You will have your houses burnt above your heads!
Do you think the Prince will pardon such treatment as
this?

(Some people look at one another nervously.)

FIRST MAN: Let her show us something! What can she do?
We won’t let vagabonds pass!

16. Are the abilities to sing and
dance signs of being born in
high families? What do you
think?

17. The villagers are not
convinced by the statement
made by the princess. If you
were the princess, how would
you convince the villagers?

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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JUGGLER: Does Your Highness remember? Could Your
Highness do the trick with balls that you were so gracious
as to learn from me?

PRINCESS: Throwing the balls? Oh, yes! I used to play with
my sisters.

JUGGLER: Your Highness would do that?

PRINCESS: I could do it. I think I could do it.

(She pushes up the sleeve from her arm.)

JUGGLER: (to the crowd, taking a deep breath) You ask to see
some sign that this is a princess, a lady from the highest
place in the land? Well… since you must see…! Which
of you can throw a ball into the air and catch it?

BETTY: (from the foreground, where she is peering
impertinently at the PRINCESS) I could.

JUGGLER: Which of you can throw two balls and catch
them?

THIRD WOMAN: (pushing JOHNNY) Johnny here, he can.

JUGGLER: Which of you could throw three balls and four
and five and keep them flying above the ground? Which
of you?

(The Juggler’s boy pushes up to the steps with his gaily
decorated basket.)

PRINCESS: (eagerly) No. No. Give me that basket of apples!

(The people are all listening and watching. The SECOND

WOMAN drags up the basket of apples. The PRINCESS stoops
down and takes three apples into her lap. She throws them
up and catches them again keeping them flying in the air at
once.)

FIRST MAN: See her now? Could you do that, Betty? Could
you Johnny?

JOHNNY: (watching open-mouthed) No!

THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

18. Why is Johnny open-
mouthed?

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

(The PRINCESS takes another apple and keeps four flying at
once.)

FIRST WOMAN: Do you see? Do you see?

SECOND WOMAN: Look at her hands!

(The JUGGLER leans against the cross with folded arms, looking
at the ground. The PRINCESS takes a fifth apple. A loud murmur
of admiration comes from the crowd.)

PRINCESS: (singing, keeping the apples spinning from hand to
hand.)

‘For me are your songs and your smile

and your tears,

Mine forever, through all the years;

Give me your hand, forget your fears….’

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................
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19. 'Give me your hand, forget
your fears…’ What does this
line suggest?

THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

FIRST MAN: Could you do that? Could you?

(The people press all forward, watching.)

FIRST WOMAN: Do you see the lace at her elbow under the
ragged sleeve?

SECOND MAN: (holding his breath) Will she drop it now? No!

PRINCESS: (singing)

‘I have conquered all your fears,

For ever, for ever, for all the years,

And mine for ever shall be your smile…’

Throw me another apple!

FIRST WOMAN: (in awe) What! Another apple!

THIRD WOMAN: Give it now!

(A man comes forward sheepishly with an apple.)

PRINCESS: (imperiously) Throw it! Throw it!

(She catches it and spins it with the others. The six apples
jump up and down round her like the weaving of a pattern. A
cry of admiration comes from the crowd.)

PRINCESS: (singing)

‘Mine for ever, for all the years.’

(She spins one apple at JOHNNY, who is gazing with open-
mouth.)

For you!

(She spins another at BETTY, who drops it and gropes on her
knees after it in the dust. The third flies up in the air. The
JUGGLER gives a start, spreads out his two palms and catches
it. The PRINCESS stands up, three apples leaping up and down
from her hands. She looks round at the crowd of faces.)

PRINCESS: Whoever catches this may lend me a cart. (She
spins one apple into the group of villagers.) Whoever catches
this may lend me a horse. (She throws a second.) And
whoever this … (She tosses it up and down)… may drive
me back to the town.
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20. Has the princess regained
her power to command? How?

21. The princess we see at the
end of the play is different from
what she has been in the
beginning. How has she
changed in the course of her
adventure? What lesson has
she learnt?

Imagine that the juggler is
asked by the princess to
introduce the 'trick with
apples'. How would he
introduce himself and the trick,
in the announcement he is
likely to make?

Pause & Reflect

THE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROADTHE PRINCESS ON THE ROAD

(She throws the last apple up into the air. There is a scramble.)

SEVERAL VOICES: I caught it … I did … I….

(The PRINCESS sinks down on the steps. A battered country
cart is dragged to the front of the cross. Someone brings out
an old shaggy-legged horse. The THIRD MAN climbs on to the
front of the cart, the SECOND MAN hands him the whip, which
he waves with a beautiful flourish.)

JUGGLER: (with a bow) Your Highness’ carriage waits!

KAKAKAKAKATHLEEN CONYNGHAM GREENETHLEEN CONYNGHAM GREENETHLEEN CONYNGHAM GREENETHLEEN CONYNGHAM GREENETHLEEN CONYNGHAM GREENE

RRRRREADYEADYEADYEADYEADY R R R R REFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCEEFERENCE

akimboakimboakimboakimboakimbo/////?!jHla?T/////(adv)::::: with your hands on your hips and your
elbows pointing away from your body

banquetbanquetbanquetbanquetbanquet/!azMjvHs/(n):::::  a formal meal for a large number of people

batteredbatteredbatteredbatteredbattered(adj):::::  old and not in very good condition

beckonbeckonbeckonbeckonbeckon(v):::::  to give somebody a signal using your finger or hand

cowercowercowercowercower/j`T?/(v):::::  to bend low and move backwards because you are
frightened

damedamedamedamedame/cdHl/(n)::::: a title given to a woman as a special honour

gigglegigglegigglegigglegiggle(v)::::: to laugh quietly

gropegropegropegropegrope(v): to try to reach a place by feeling with your hands

harnessharnessharnessharnessharness/!g@9mHr/(v): to tie a horse to a cart

hemhemhemhemhem(n): the edge of a piece of cloth folded over and sewn

imperiouslyimperiouslyimperiouslyimperiouslyimperiously/Hl!oH?qh?rkH/(adv): giving orders expecting to be obeyed

impertinentlyimpertinentlyimpertinentlyimpertinentlyimpertinently/Hl!o29sHm?mskH/(adv): rude and not showing respect

minuetminuetminuetminuetminuet/lHmit!ds/(n): a slow elegant dance that was popular in the
17th and 18th centuries

scramblescramblescramblescramblescramble(v): to push, fight or compete with others in order to get or
to reach something

scythescythescythescythescythe/r`HC/(n): a tool with a long handle and a slightly curved blade,
used for cutting long grass

spinspinspinspinspin(v): to turn round and round quickly

stoop downstoop downstoop downstoop downstoop down(v): to bend your body forward and down

Slightly adapted
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TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AL AL AL AL AAAAACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
i. Imagine that you have witnessed how the villagers treated the princess

and how the princess and the juggler managed the situation.

Report the events in your own words.

ii. The play begins with the words of the princess without any other

character intervening. Such a speech made by a single character is called

a monologue.

Attempt the monologue which Florimund is likely to deliver when he finds

that the princess is missing.

iii. The princess returns in the battered country cart accompanied by the

juggler. On the way they talk about the events that happened.

Construct the conversation between the juggler and the princess.

MONOLOGUE
Have I been able to express the
thoughts and feelings of the
character?
Have I used proper language
(first person narrative) in the
monologue?
Have I linked the sentences of
the monologue properly?
How apt have been the words
and expressions used in the
monologue?
What improvement should I
make while I write a monologue
next time?

REPORT
Have I had a clear idea about
when and where the event has
taken place?
Have I been able to bring out
the cause and effect of the
event?
Have I placed the main point
of the report in the beginning?
How apt is the title of the
report?
Has the language of my
reporting been appropriate?
What changes will I make next
time I write a report?

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF

CONVERSATION
How well have I been able to
write the init iation of the
conversation?

Have I used contracted forms
and question tags?

Have the exchanges been crisp?

Have I been able to express my
ideas completely in the
conversation?

Has the conversation been
properly concluded?

How well have I contributed in
group activity?

What improvement should I
make next time I attempt a
conversation?
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iv. Imagine that, on returning from the village, the princess narrates to

Florimund what happened during her trip to the village.

Attempt the likely narrative.

You may begin like this:

I walked along the country road and reached a small village. ...................

.......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................

v. Imagine that you are reviewing the one act play 'The Princess on the

Road' for your school magazine.

Tips:

Is the one act play interesting? If so, what makes it interesting?

Prewriting

Before you proceed establish your standards. In your opinion what makes

a good one act play? Work with your group and discuss standards for a

good one act play. (Initiate a discussion on the plot, setting, characters,

dialogues, ending etc.) With your group decide what makes each element

successful.

In the light of your discussion, rank the play as 'excellent', 'good', 'fair', or

'poor'. If you want to convince the readers of your findings you may have

to back up your statements with examples from the play. So find dialogues/

passages from the play to support your opinions.

Drafting

Grab your readers' attention. How do you do that? It can be done by

convincing your readers that your review is going to be entertaining as

well as informative. Make a provocative statement at the beginning.

Express your strongest opinion.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AL AL AL AL AAAAACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

NARRATIVE
Have I been able to fix the
events of the story
appropriately?
Has the setting been described
clearly?
Have the characters been fixed
and described appropriately?
Have the dialogues I used in the
story been natural?
Have I been able to create
proper images in the story?
How effective has been the
beginning and ending of the
story?
Has there been a natural
progress of events in the story?
How imaginative has the story
been?
What has been the easiest part
of writ ing the narrative?
(narrating events, describing
people/ things/ writing
dialogues etc.)
Have I offered constructive
suggestions to other groups?
What will I be doing differently
next time I write a narrative?

REVIEW
Have I begun with an
attention-grabbing sentence?
Have I been able to cite
passages to support my view?
Have  I been able to organise
the  review into cohesive
paragraphs?
How well have I been able to
connect the sentences I have
written?
Have I been able to  bring my
own  ideas into the review?
What changes will I make next
time I prepare a review?

ASSEASSEASSEASSEASSESS YSS YSS YSS YSS YOUROUROUROUROURSELFSELFSELFSELFSELF
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A student model

If you are looking for ordinary characters,
common plot and lifeless dialogues, stay away
from 'The Princess on the Road' by Kathleen
Conyngham Greene.

Summarise the plot briefly. Your review won't make sense unless your

readers have some idea of what the one act play is about. However don't

tell them too much. Then express your opinions on the plot, setting,

characters, dialogues, ending etc. and say how you rank the play with

regard to each. Wherever necessary cite passages/dialogues from the

play to prove your point.

Proofreading

Make sure that there are no errors in spelling, punctuation or grammar in

your review.

Get another opinion

Ask him/her questions like the following:

Does the first sentence make you want to read more?

Are any of the sentences too long?

Do the passages/dialogues from the play support my opinions?

Refine your review incorporating valuable suggestions.

Prepare a review of the one act play 'The Princess on the Road'.

vi. As an end product of this unit, various groups can publish a collection

of reviews of the one act play/ poems/ memoir/ other short stories etc. of

their choice.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AL AL AL AL AAAAACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS

Now, read the memoir 'Only Daughter' given in the Extended Reading
section of the unit on Page 56.
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Activity 1

Complete the table.

         Characters Words describing the characters

Activity 2

The princess asks for a guitar or violin to accompany her song.

We call a person who plays a guitar a guitarist.

Make a list of musical instruments and say what we call the people who play on them.

e.g. violin - violinist

Activity 3

Look at the sentence from the play, 'The princess put on the simple clothes of a village girl.' Here 'put on'

means 'wore'. The meaning of the word 'put' gets changed when it is used in combination with the

preposition 'on'. Such verb-preposition combinations are called Phrasal Verbs.

Refer to a dictionary and find out other phrasal verbs with 'put' and their meanings.

e.g. put off - postpone

Now, fill up the following sentences using appropriate phrasal verbs with 'put'.

• I need to ___________ some money for hard times.

• The match has been _____________ until tomorrow because of bad weather.

• The fire fighters are still trying to ____________ the fire.

• He was trying to _____________ a serious point.

• I could not ____________ the book _______________. It was very interesting.

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIESVOCABULARY ACTIVITIES

Princess

Johnny

Juggler

Betty
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ONLONLONLONLONLY DAY DAY DAY DAY DAUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTER

Once, several years ago, when I was just starting out my
writing career, I was asked to write my own contributor’s
note for an anthology I was part of. I wrote, 'I am the
only daughter in a family of six sons. That explains
everything.'

Well, I’ve thought about that ever since, and yes, it
explains a lot to me, but for the reader’s sake I should
have written: 'I am the only daughter in a Mexican family
of six sons.' Or even: 'I am the only daughter of a Mexican
father and a Mexican-American mother.' Or: 'I am the
only daughter of a working class family of nine.' All of
these had everything to do with who I am today.

I was/am the only daughter and only a daughter. Being
an only daughter in a family of six sons forced me by
circumstance to spend a lot of time by myself because
my brothers felt it beneath them to play with a girl in
public. But that aloneness, that loneliness, was good for
a would-be writer—it allowed me time to think, to
imagine, to read and prepare myself.

Being only a daughter for my father meant my destiny
would lead me to become somebody’s wife. That’s what
he believed. But when I was in the fifth grade and shared
my plans for college with him, I was sure he understood.
I remember my father saying, 'that ‘s good.' That meant
a lot to me, especially since my brothers thought the idea
hilarious.

I’m lucky my father believed daughters were meant for
husbands. It meant it didn’t matter that I majored in
something like English. This allowed me the liberty to

Sandra Cisneros, born in
1954 in Chicago,  has
written novels, short
stories, essays and poems.
Her works highlight the
problems of Chicano
women.

EXTENDED READING - MEMOIREXTENDED READING - MEMOIREXTENDED READING - MEMOIREXTENDED READING - MEMOIREXTENDED READING - MEMOIR
ONLONLONLONLONLY DY DY DY DY DAAAAAUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTER

1. What is the author's
profession?

2. Is being an only daughter
in a family of six sons good or
bad for the daughter?

3. Why did the brothers not
play with their sister?

Being an only daughter is not a thing to be looked down upon. Determination

and creativity can do wonders in one's life and make a lasting impact.
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live in the world of my little poems and stories without
my father interrupting with so much as a 'What’s that
you’re writing?'

But the truth is, I wanted him to interrupt. I wanted my
father to understand what it was I was scribbling, to
introduce me as, 'My only daughter, the writer.' Not as
'This is only my daughter. She teaches.'

In a sense, everything I have ever written has been for
him, to win his approval even though I know my father
can’t read English words.

My father represents, then, the public majority. A public
who is disinterested in reading, and yet one whom I am
writing about and for, and privately trying to woo.

When we were growing up in Chicago, we moved a lot
because of my father. He suffered bouts of nostalgia. Then
we’d have to let go our flat, store the furniture with
mother’s relatives, load the station wagon with baggage
and bologna sandwiches and head south. To Mexico City.

We came back, of course. To yet another Chicago flat,
another Chicago neighbourhood, another Catholic
school. Each time, my father would seek out the parish
priest in order to get a tuition break and complain or
boast: 'I have seven sons.'

He meant seven children, but he translated it as 'sons.' 'I
have seven sons.'

My papa. He didn’t mean anything by that
mistranslation, I’m sure. But somehow I could feel myself
being erased. I’d tug my father’s sleeve and whisper: 'Not
seven sons. Six! and one daughter.'

When my oldest brother graduated from medical school,
he fulfilled my father’s dream that we study hard and
use this—our heads, instead of this—our hands. Even
now my father’s hands are thick and yellow, stubbed by
a history of hammer and nails and twine and coils and

4. What is the difference
between 'My only daughter'
and 'Only my daughter'?

5. Her father would say
(falsely) 'I have seven sons.'
What made him say that? How
did the daughter feel about it?

ONLONLONLONLONLY DY DY DY DY DAAAAAUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTER
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springs. 'Use this,' my father said, tapping his head, 'and
not this,' showing us those hands. He always looked tired
when he said it.

Wasn’t college an investment? And hadn’t I spent all
those years in college? And if I didn’t marry, what was it
all for? Why would anyone go to college and then choose
to be poor? Especially for someone who had always been
poor.

Last year, after ten years of writing professionally, the
financial rewards started to trickle in. At Christmas, I
flew home to Chicago. The house was throbbing, same
as always: hot tamales and sweet tamales hissing in my
mother’s pressure cooker, and everybody—my mother,
six brothers, wives, babies, aunts, cousins—talking too
loud and at the same time, like in a Fellini film, because
that’s just how we are.

I went upstairs to my father’s room. One of my stories
had just been translated into Spanish and published in
an anthology of Chicano writing, and I wanted to show
it to him. Ever since he recovered from a stroke two years
ago, my father likes to spend his leisure hours
horizontally. And that’s how I found him, watching a
movie on television and eating rice pudding.

There was a glass filmed with milk on the bedside table.
There were several vials of pills too. And on the floor,
one black sock and a plastic urinal that I didn’t want to
look at but looked at anyway. The singer on TV was about
to burst into song and my father was laughing.

I’m not sure if it was because my story was translated
into Spanish, or because it was published in Mexico, or
perhaps because the story dealt with the house he grew
up in, but at any rate, my father punched the mute button
on his remote control and read my story.

6. Did the father make a living
by using his head, or by using
his hands? Pick out the
sentences from the story that
give you the answer.

7. A typical Mexican family is
noisy and loud. What is a
typical Indian family like?

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

ONLONLONLONLONLY DY DY DY DY DAAAAAUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTER
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8. Was the daughter finally a
disappointment to her father?
Quote sentences from the
story to justify your answer.

I sat on the bed next to my father and waited. He read it
very slowly. As if he were reading each line over and
over. He laughed at all the right places and read lines he
liked out loud. He pointed and asked questions: 'Is this
So-and-so?' 'Yes,' I said. He kept on reading.

When he was finally finished, after what seemed like
hours, my father looked up and asked: 'Where can we
get more copies of this for the relatives?'

Of all the wonderful things that happened to me last
year, that was the most wonderful.

SANDRA CISNEROSSANDRA CISNEROSSANDRA CISNEROSSANDRA CISNEROSSANDRA CISNEROS

After reading a section,
write down the word you
would like to add to your
personal wordlist.

Word: .............................

Meaning: .........................

....................................................

....................................................

Sentence: .......................

.........................................................

....................................................

ONLONLONLONLONLY DY DY DY DY DAAAAAUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTERUGHTER

Slightly adapted
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i. What was the most wonderful thing that happened in your life? Narrate

it in a brief paragraph.

ii. We have the description of the belongings in the  father’s room. Do you

keep your home neat and tidy?

Attempt a description of your home.

TEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUTEXTUAL AL AL AL AL AAAAACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
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WOMENWOMENWOMENWOMENWOMEN

EXTENDED READING - POETRYEXTENDED READING - POETRYEXTENDED READING - POETRYEXTENDED READING - POETRYEXTENDED READING - POETRY

Louise Bogan, an American
poet published her first book
of poetry, 'Body of This
Death: Poems' in 1923. Her
poems reveal her novelty in
presenting women's issues.

WOMENWOMENWOMENWOMENWOMEN

Women have no wilderness in them,

They are provident instead,

Content in the tight hot cell of their hearts

To eat dusty bread.

They do not see cattle cropping red winter grass,

They do not hear

Snow water going down under culverts

Shallow and clear.

They wait, when they should turn to journeys,

They stiffen, when they should bend.

They use against themselves that benevolence

To which no man is friend.

They cannot think of so many crops to a field

Or of clean wood cleft by an axe.

Their love is an eager meaninglessness

Too tense or too lax.

They hear in any whisper that speaks to them

A shout and a cry.

As like as not, when they take life over their door-sill

They should let it go by.

1. The word 'provident'  means
careful in planning. How is it
contrasted with wilderness?

2. Are women really
contented? What does the
poem say about this?

3. Women miss many things
in life. What are some of the
things the poem mentions?

4.  Is the poet readily accepting
the fate of women? Justify your
answer.

LOUISE BOGANLOUISE BOGANLOUISE BOGANLOUISE BOGANLOUISE BOGAN

The life of a woman deprived of freedom is a life of agony. She finds out

how hard it is to break barriers.

Now, read the one act play 'The Princess on the Road' on Page 39.
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LANGULANGULANGULANGULANGUAAAAAGE AGE AGE AGE AGE ACCCCCTIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIETIVITIESSSSS
Activity 1 a

Add appropriate capitals and punctuation marks to the sentences given below.

oh don't touch me cant you see don't you know i am the princess

Activity 1 b

Now, look at each sentence. List the punctuation marks that you have used.

 full stop .

Different types of sentences have different punctuation marks.

Now discuss with your friends the relevance and function of each of these punctuation marks and identify

the types of sentences.

Activity 2

Read the stage setting given at the beginning of the play.

The Princess enters. She is dusty, the edge of her skirt is torn and one of her
shoes has come off. She wears her hair in a long pigtail under a cotton
handkerchief...

• The words in bold italics describe the actions of the characters of the play.

Now, write the stage directions for the following.

Johnny [ enter - walk to the centre of the stage - sit on the platform]

........................................................................................................................................

Villagers [enter - dance - sing ]

........................................................................................................................................

Their dress [soiled]

........................................................................................................................................

Their baskets [filled with agricultural produce]

........................................................................................................................................
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Activity 3

Look at the words in italics in the following sentences.

1. She took the loaf.

2. She gave the loaf  to the ducks.

3. I plucked a flower.

4. I saw him.

5. He gave me a cup of milk.

Activity 3a

Frame questions to get the words in italics as answers. The first item is done for you as an example.

In the case of sentences 2 and 5 you may have to frame two questions each.

1. What did she take?

2.

3.

4.

5.

Activity 3 b

Pick out the verbs in each sentence above and say how they are connected with the words in italics.

Discuss in groups

• Are the words italicised nouns/ pronouns?

• Where are these words placed in the sentences above?

• What difference do you notice between the two sets of words in sentence 2 and 5?

Let's sum up

• The words italicised are nouns/ pronouns.

• These words are placed after the verb. They are called objects.

• In sentences 2 and 5, there are two objects.

• In sentence 5, me is the indirect object and a cup of milk  is the direct object.
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• The thing/ person affected by the action of a verb is the direct object.

• One who receives the direct object is the indirect object.

Activity 4

Read the following passage from ‘The Princess on the Road’ and identify the direct objects of the verbs in

each of the sentences. The object can be a word or a group of words.

PRINCESS: (sobbing) Oh! I wanted an adventure, I left them all and borrowed  a
peasant girl’s clothes. Then these said I had stolen their things. I only took a
little milk and bread and flowers.

Frame questions to get the direct objects of the sentences in the passage as answers.

Activity 5

Pick out the objects in the sentences given below and identify the direct and indirect object.

1. He gave the princess a loaf of bread.

2. Could you send me the cart?

3. I’ll give you an apple.

4. Let me make you some tea.
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Activity 6

Complete the following by adding a direct object and an indirect object to each of them.

1. They brought

2. He offered

3. Ravi taught

4. Sushil wrote

5. My friend owes

 Activity  7

Read the following passage carefully. There are a few errors in it. Edit and rewrite the passage.

After reading the play 'The Princess on the Road' my friend Rani said, Wow!
What a great play. Lets stage it. Who'll do the role of the princess. I said I
could do the role. Thus we begins the rehearsal. Then we faced a great
problem. Where we shall get the costumes from. Again, Rani come with a
solution. Her uncle is an actor in a theatre troupe. She said that she would
borrowed the costumes from him. But she also insisted that I should kept
them safely.
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